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Theory – What’s it good 
for?



How might it be used?



Meaning & Use
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How to Engage with Theory: Some 
tips

•

•
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Slow Readers



“Theory”—a reaction 
against

Literary theories, as Peter Barry notes, tend to be 
“reaction[s] to something that went before”—often we need 
literary theory to help us be aware of our blind spots, or to 
look at things from new points of view.

• What literary theories are you familiar with?

• What do they react against?

• What do they help us recognize as readers?



Theory: Some 
Fundamentals

Any reading is necessarily influenced or informed by own 
ideological commitments. These can be theoretical or 
political—but we always bring some personal bias

The ‘facts’ of the world are fluid and unstable—from history 
and science, to more personal notions like gender identity, 
ideas of self, and the concept of literature. Rather than 
absolute or “essential,” these are socially constructed and 
contingent categories.

We shape our world through language. This means that the 
way we perceive, experience, and understand the world 
around us is tied to language. Life, in an important sense is 
textual. 

But language is also unstable, meaning what a writer means 
and what a reader understands will always be different, and 
there will never be a single, fixed meaning of a text.



Theory: Context



Ways to Engage 
with Theory 

Theoretical Framework for thesis

Engage with a variety of theoretical positions 
for interpretation

Challenge theoretical approaches

Question their appropriateness for your 
study/texts/topic

Assert that there are good points, but also 
limitations  



Do not…

Passively accept theoryAccept

Only look at one perspective/voiceLook

Outright dismiss a recognised approach just because 
it doesn’t work for your analysis (do be gentle and 
respectful with how you explain your challenge)

Dismiss
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Analysing how theory is used

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



Further Reading
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